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But if Alina is not willing to stop, in accordance with the evidence that Alina’s lawyers now have in hand, 

Emma would lose for sure. 

 

“She won’t say yes.” 

 

If Alina had not agreed, then things would now have been going on and on as a result. 

 

“I thought that the child was so important in her heart that she wouldn’t let her face this current 

problem.” 

 

Emma said in a somewhat tight tone, she was wrong. 

 

Once Alina was mad then, then in her world, nothing will matter. 

 

No, actually it’s not unimportant. 

 

Rather, she was too confident. 

 

When she thought of that confidence of Alina, Emma went even more crazy with jealousy. 

 

“She won’t say yes? Then you…” 

 

“This matter won’t end right now.” As long as Alina doesn’t stop, this matter will not end, especially 

since Caleb, now, doesn’t stop either. 

 

So this is something that is now becoming more and more confusing, and the consequences of what this 

will entail are anyone’s guess. 

 

Won’t it end? 

 

Not even seeing a chance for Emma to win, at this moment, Kara got angry. 

 

“Then my half a million…” Kara looked fiercely at Emma. 

 

Emma, “What’s the hurry? Even if this lawsuit really loses, Caleb won’t leave me alone.” 

 

“……” 

 

“They always get divorced.” 

 

It’s almost always the divorce that confronts them these days, “If these two had any intention to 

divorce, they would have done it already.” 

 



Kara said in a harsh tone. 

 

And Emma, at this point, was not too keen to face it, now when she heard Kara say such a thing, her 

brain was buzzing even more. 

 

“As you can see, Caleb has never been willing to let go. Now he’s even making such a mess, and he’s 

waiting for Alina to beg him.” 

 

During this period of time, Alina had been making too much noise, so in Kara’s opinion, now Caleb was 

simply forcing Alina. 

 

What he just didn’t expect was that Alina would be so tough. 

 

And now, this move is sort of a stance to hold Alina down. 

 

Emma knew about it. 

 

She was only slightly relieved when the matter of Brodie was resolved, but now she is faced with this 

matter. 

 

“You are stupid.” Kara said fiercely. 

 

She was really going crazy, she had lent this woman half a million, how was she going to get it back? 

 

Especially since Alina is now biting hard, and even the child cannot threaten her, so what else in this 

world can be done to make Alina stop? 

 

Apparently, no. 

 

…… 

 

Emma is going crazy. 

 

She thought that Alina would at least stop for the sake of the child, how could she not have imagined 

that even the issue of the child was before Alina, Alina still has no intention of stopping? 

 

In that case, the matter is bound to go on like this, and that’s what’s so disturbing. 

 

What to do? 

 

If only Caleb knew that there was a daughter between him and Alina, then he would certainly not be on 

her side as he is now. 

 

…… 

 



Time, for those who have a good time, always passes quickly, and for those who are suffering, it’s like 

years. 

 

During this period of time, Alina often went in and out with Chester, many people thought they were a 

couple. 

 

And Caleb was angry. 

 

On the day of the retrial, Caleb decided to be there in person. 

 

When Emma heard that Caleb was going to the scene, there was endless worry in her eyes, “Better not 

go, let the lawyer handle it.” 

 

Emma struggled to suppress the panic in her tone. 

 

If it was just the lawyers who were going to handle this, she would have been able to do something 

about it. 

 

Emma was panic that Caleb went there himself. 

 

Although she had always scolded Alina in her heart for being a bitch, and even many of her relationships 

were unclear, but for the relationship between Andre, Emma had her suspicions. 

 

She feared that her suspicions were true. 

 

In that case, at that time, Caleb would not only know about the relationship between Alina and Andre, 

but he might know about the child. 

 

It was only her words that eventually caused Caleb to give her a cold stare. 

 

“I’m just worried about you.” Emma responded. 

 

She is more upset, now, what the hell is she going to do? 

 

“Worried about what?” 

 

Emma, “Nothing.” 

 

Under Caleb’s cold eyes, what could Emma say? 

 

Finally she said, “I’ll go with you.” 

 

There’s no way out. 

 



The more Caleb is stopped, the more Caleb will suspect her, and with Alina’s reminder, Emma is careful 

these days. 

 

She could not stand any more suspicion. 

 

All the people are now on Alina, and the only one with Emma now is Caleb. 

 

If even Caleb is thoroughly suspicious of her, then can she still have a position? 

 

Obviously, no. 

 

“Okay.” 

 

Caleb frowned at Emma and eventually said nothing more than nodded his head. 

 

In the courtroom. 

 

Caleb thought Alina would come, after all, it was such a big deal to sue this time, but Alina didn’t come, 

and neither did Andre. 

 

How indifferent these two really are when it comes to this relationship. 

 

And Emma, who originally wanted to do something on the spot, hadn’t found any opportunities at all, so 

now as she sat here with Caleb, no one knew how far her heart had panicked. 

 

“Caleb, let’s just go back.” 

 

By this time, the ins and outs of the case were being read out, and the lawyers were beginning to 

exchange words, even as the evidence was all handed in. 

 

And Jacob, Alina’s lawyer, looked so imperative. 

 

“If you want to go back, go back yourself.” Caleb’s tone was cold. 

 

And since this man had said so, how could Emma go back? She could only wait here with Caleb. 

 

Soon, it was time for the final review. 

 

And Emma knows exactly what this result will probably be. 

 

Her heart is in her throat. 


